Run report No.2554
Ordinary Memorial Run No. 13
Hares : Mortein & Waste of Time
Undoubtedly our illustrious leader was unaware when allocating this weeks
Run / Walk / Circle report that I had been seconded to oversee the
administration of pain relief for Barebum`s recovery from recent knee surgery.
After a large dose of pain relief and Barebum fighting through the pain
barrier we managed to struggle down to the On On only for me to be set upon
by the GM to do a report.
Obviously I am unable to comment on the run or the walk as I was
otherwise occupied as Barebum`s carer in the bar.
I suspect the usual suspects such as Splat, Even Optus, Bugs, etc.and the
new guy Dougie did the run.
The remainder would have been walkers or retired to the bar.
Mortein did send me a map but unfortunately it was only one dimensional
so I assume the trail was flat.
Just to fill in some space i can mention some of the streets such as
Caxton, Menzies, Earl, Normanby Tce. for the Ordinary drink, followed by
Carraway, Campbell, Patrick and Issac st. just to name a few.
Now to the CIRCLE and here things get a bit blurry ( could have been the
pain relief, no sorry that was Barebum )
The Monk sent me a list which is printed below :
Irish Whistle dreaming Yoga
Multiple
Mule interrupting circle
Meatywhore phone
Anchovy
Bugs
Divot
Radar
I have no fucking idea what this list means !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The CIRCLE for me was a bit like Woodstock or Ordinary`s funeral ( If you
can remember it you weren`t there )
My only recollection is early in the night before the foggy haze moved in when
Mule arrived as the hares were trying to get the run underway and insisting on
having 5 or 6 attempts to park his car through the middle of the CIRCLE !!!!!!!
There must have been other contenders for icings maybe relating to the list
above.
As the fog clears I see a
vision of Mule receiving the Shit of the Week shirt ( I think ) and deservedly
so.
I didn't eat, my responsibility as a carer was to return Barebum to the safety
of his home and wife therefore I can't rate the food. JC enjoyed somebody's
meal though.
Didn`t run or walk so no score there
Circle was Ordinary
ON ON
SHITBAGS

